Safe & Reliable Bovine Pericardium for Medical Devices

Tissue sourced from bovine with the lowest possible risk of BSE & delivered under a world-class quality system.

About Collagen Solutions

Collagen Solutions is a global supplier, developer, and manufacturer of animal derived tissues and medical grade collagen for use in medical devices. We provide assurance to the regulatory and risk management functions of numerous cardiovascular firms, including early stage and well-established device manufacturers.

• Nearly 10 years of history supplying tissue to heart valve manufacturers
• Global, diverse customer base in 20+ countries
• Company footprint spanning 4 continents, so we can be onsite quickly if issues arise
• 15+ year relationships with numerous qualified suppliers mitigates risk to supply chain

Gold Standard in Quality & Logistics

We understand the challenge of sourcing to meet the quality and regulatory requirements of even the largest global medical device manufacturers.

• Quality management system certified to ISO 13485 Quality System for Medical Devices and ISO 22442-2 Medical Devices utilising animal tissues and their derivatives
• Personnel dedicated to on-site training, regular management, and abattoir audits
• Animals sourced to meet tissue thickness and other characteristics to meet individual customer specifications
• Established logistics chain from multiple qualified suppliers using validated temperature controlled insulated shipping boxes and coolers

Stable Supply
Sourced directly from Australia and New Zealand, with traceability to birth. Multiple abattoirs reduce risk and provide flexible capacity.

High Yields
Carefully harvested, defatted & closely inspected for holes or tears, delamination & blemishes to ensure tissue meets specifications.

On-Time Delivery
Shipped via airfreight direct from abattoir to meet client times and protocols, including validated temperature-controlled packaging.
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